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We wish to express our dearest and greatest thanks to all our special friends who
subscribe. We are proud to work for humanity - Welcome to YOUR Panacea-BOCAF
newsletter #11 dated December 2010. Your donations and subscription to Panacea
is making a critically needed difference. We must work together to stop segregation,
only collectively we can we reap OUR rewards.
Your publicly governed, independent, evidence based and non aligned nonprofit
Panacea institute is the only organization responsible for the following achievements.
This report has only been made possible due to your supportive role. It is this role that
is critically required for real time progress. The reason is simple and self evident for
any one researching the following issues.
The world has neglected, unknown and suppressed higher education which is
specifically designed to work for humanity and not subjugate them. This higher
education includes regional currency (Banking reform), Permaculture, Alternative
medicine , Eco housing, hemp production for Sustainable development and FREE
energy EDUCATION. Not to mention common law practice to prevent the
corporations from making money with “contractual trickery”. Conflict of interests
and no informed consent CONTINUES to keep the population subjected to slavery
and destroys the ecology. Now at the end of 2010 we have the highest statistics of
disease and the least ecology left then ever in human history. IF YOU’RE ROLE IN
PANACEA is not needed now then when? Suppression is one word to describe the
reason why your Panacea institute is in effect. The independent news media and
movements did not surface because there is “no fire in the basement”. Without the

truth movements like Panacea, Wiki leaks and others, we would be further trapped
in bondage. Now even the truth movements FREE speech is under attack:
Google & You Tube Ban Alex Jones

Alex Jones- Independent News Media host

As we write this, YouTube (Google owned) have since buckled and the counter
claim that Alex Jones filed to combat his right to free speech has held up. Why was
he attacked in the first place? Alex receives no apology or compensation. This is the
system you are living in today. WE MUST NOT CONFORM, THEY WILL TEST YOU in
common Law and other areas. Panacea is the people’s choice; others choose
themselves over the people. It is that simple.
Simply expressed -It is up to us –Participation in the truth movements. Collectively we
are required to help create the educational resources for TRUTH AND FREEDOM
information and ensure that there is a REAL TIME informed consent. The world has no
other institute policing the conflict of interests and ensuring informed consent on
these PARTICULAR matters. Panacea is unlike other “free energy websites” or
organizations.
Panacea is unique in our “ideas” and work. We are activist based and additionally
function as a research and educational institute. Panacea also performs field work.
Our institute works with many others to unite ALL the educational community efforts
on many issues. Panacea works towards creating a COMPLETE holistic self sufficient
and sustainable development resource.
The principle task is to mobilize the public VIA EDUCATION; we need a public face to
ensure that consensus reality look in our direction – This is so we can WAKE them up.
Think of it this way, if you trap a fly in a glass jar and seal it so the fly can still breathe,
the fly will still attempt to FREE itself. The fly has the nature to be free. WE have the
same nature. Simply expressed - The difference is, the public are the fly at this time in
the very same glass jar, but this glass jar has been made INVISIBLE, by big pharma,
corruption in government, big oil, the banks and other profit motives.

WHEN we wake the world’s population up and show them THEIR alternatives to this
illusion, only then can we make that “glass jar” visible to the public . It can be only
then that their natural reaction will be mobilization and momentum to FREE one self.
EDUCATION IS THE KEY. Panacea is gathering the education to do it; we just don’t
have the public exposure of this system and technology at this time. Read on.
Your Panacea organization has 2 technologies to help make the public look in OUR
direction for this task, these will be completed next year - But ONLY with your aid and
sponsorship, without you, WE will be behind.
No other publicly governed nonprofit institute covers the same caliber of
educational material or bonds them all together. YOUR Panacea is the world’s only
OPEN SOURCE online university that is intent on providing FREE educational material
for sustainable development – YOUR nonprofit organization would only ever seek
any remuneration to cover operating costs.
No other “university” in the world at this time teaches sustainable development with
the same educational medium. The reason being is that they have no trustee’s like
Panacea who can POLICE the information from any cartels or conflict of interests. It
is for this very reason that Panacea is now expanding in subject matter that is outside
of our current FREE energy research material. More details on this new subject matter
have are posted in the Panacea university news section below.
The world’s Panacea efforts are mobilizing – The Proof is in your own nonprofit
organizations new record number of total subscribers this year. We wish to extend
our sincere thanks to all our new and current subscribers. We are grateful for all of
your NEEDED support. You are the only ones who are helping to achieve the
objectives listed in this report.
Only at the grass roots level have we been able to achieve what no other
organization has done. This is due to the regular donations from Sandeep and Rolf.
We can only be effective as a team and the communities are bonding, but not
without individuals giving us regular needed donations to produce real time results.
These individuals cannot do it alone. Sadly we cannot survive on a shoe string
budget. However small or slight you think your donation is, without it; we won’t be
able to continue to help. So please consider that the individuals mentioned have
done a world of good and that donations WORK. WE are in their debt. Thank you to
Sandeep and Rolf. Your love is forever inspiring to Panacea and keeps us going.
Panacea’s ongoing report into Steorn’s Orbo FREE energy Technology

Panacea’s final E-Orbo Testing

To all our new subscribers who wish to read some background on this technology
please consult the following webpage - http://panacea-bocaf.org/steorn.htm
Ever since Irish company Steorn publicly announced that they have produced an
excess energy gain through “time variant magnetic interactions”, they encountered
interference which prevented any real time progress. This particular interference
(free energy suppression) was due to Steorn attempting to get the mainstream
academia to accept their new discovery.
Steorn discovered what they call their “orbo” effect by accident, but it’s no accident
that they join the rest of the FREE energy inventors throughout history in the same line
of delays. What is fortunate for the public is that Steorn produced a proof of
principle and provided public access to their information through licensing in order
to progress the technology forward. This means ALL the knowledge is now secure in
the public domain (but not FREE or open source). For free energy principles, this is a
first.
Steorn’s public disclosures began with a permanent magnet version of their “orbo”
effect, over time this progressed to an electromagnetic version (E-orbo) to finally
their solid state version. The solid state version is now the only focus of their public
disclosures. Steorn are now attempting to attract developers in to help and
construct FREE energy applications.
Despite their “orbo” information being open to the public, to date there are still no
working applications that have been built. You can thank the non policed
CORPORATE INDOCTRINATED academia for that. A public demonstration of Steorn’s
orbo effect via a working FREE ENERGY application is needed to make it “self
evident” to the public not academia.

Educating the PUBLIC first is the only NEEDED security; WHY do we need to rely or
care about the current academia? They can only ever publish the effect and are
not responsible for the CAUSE.
After the public witness a functional working device, academia would then have to
accept it by default. Steorn should of like other inventors (Panacea’s institute is
intended to help this) built something and released it to the public IN A FUNCTIONAL
APPLICATION - NOT ASK ACADEMIA TO ACCEPT THEIR PRINCIPLE – Interference will
always result when one relies on the corporatized academia to validate new
discoveries regarding energy. We have attempted to set this out in detail to help
others –We predicted that Steorn would experience this over 2 years ago.
http://panacea-bocaf.org/howtheywentwrong.htm
The current academia or “ruling class” have been suppressing new discoveries since
Plato. The Panacea institute intends to correct this; if we don’t learn from history then
we will simply repeat it.
Your nonprofit organization went in to get this job done and as fast as possible.
Before the solid state information was complete you may remember from the last
Panacea newsletter that the E-orob kit was generously donated by our trustee Rolf.
Panacea was given the opportunity to get to the bottom of this and help get the
word out.

The Official Steorn Orbo Kit which was donated to Panacea

After participating in the E-orbo research and development with a non commercial
license on the official forum for about 6 months we have to say, it was imperative
that we went there to investigate.
Without our investigation the public would not know why the E-orbo device has not
surfaced into a working application, or how your Panacea can help secure the
technology with our unique intervention. The official information covering the E-orbo
version was generalized to a point where we had to perform “guess” work regarding

the EXACT configuration. This means that the E-orbo version is impractical for
replication and for building into an application at this time.
To replicate this effect requires the original parameters which Steorn presented at
their water ways demonstration. Sadly the core material and other factors are not
present. We had a general idea and were expected to “invent off the back of it”.
At a later date we then found out that the E-orbo version was only assembled by
Steorn in order to demonstrate certain effects or their “orbo” interactions to the
public. The E-orbo version was never meant to perform as a practical and functional
FREE energy generator for developers. It is for this very reason why you have not seen
any applications surface from any one so far using the E-orbo configuration. Without
Panacea going in and doing the hard 6 months of testing you would not know this.
To Steorn’s defense they have now stated that their focus of development is for their
solid state configuration and ALL of the needed information has now been provided
to get it working. This version has been specifically designed to evaluate their OU
(over unity) principle.
Their solid state version is “plug in and play”- It needs no research or “guess work”.
This means that Steorn have made the first practical step into making the FREE
energy principle available for the public to develop further into a home power
application.
We must remind everyone that Steorn does not produce products, this is the reason
why they provide the “ingredients” - It is then up to the developers to go and “bake
the cake” or develop applications. So Steorn need developers to make the principle
into a home power application.
Hopefully more will flock to their official licensed forum after they see a functional
device built by Panacea. Today Steorn are offering an EVALUATION BOARD so the
public can validate their FREE energy principle – This is not a “free energy
generator”.

Panacea is not bothering with this “small” version; we are going for an upgradable
version of the solid state board in order to make a working application. This is to find
out if Steorn’s OU is practical. Panacea’s objectives are to establish the phenomena
of FREE energy to the public and show the merit for a publicly governed research
center to help resurrect all past suppressed free energy principles and help the new
and present ones in REAL TIME.
Currently Energy By Motion, Black light power and Hidro are the only known
commercially available free energy devices offered to the public - However none of
them have a home power generator version available. They are making big power
stations available and are thus perpetuating the need for further monopolized
energy cartels. If energy is FREE then it must remain free.
The Australian company Lutec is the only other known alternative FREE energy home
power solution – However Lutec states that they may be 2 years away and give no
guarantee for this.
Panacea will make sure that Steorn’s principle is developed into a cheap self
contained home power version. Panacea is able to achieve this by being licensed
and present on their official forum. It is only with this version that we then begin to
develop further self sufficient educational models -From regional currency, to local
food co-ops. To achieve a blue print for decentralization and an equalization of the
corptocracy power that subjugate - We need to produce what the late and great
Eugene Mallow said:
A world of abundant, clean, and safe energy from sources that have no centralized
geopolitical control- Eugene Mallow
This is the reason why Panacea has opted for the Steorn replication team board
version and has not purchased the official evaluation board that is currently
advertised. Our solid state version can be developed into an application and
upgraded to show the public what they need to see, a device producing real work
using an over unity principle.

Panacea Trustee Andrew soldering parts of the solid state board –End of Nov 2010

This solid state board has a few extra needed components to it; we are currently
waiting for the final parts to arrive which should be here around mid December. We
can’t work with no budget though.
Panacea will be soldering and testing over Christmas. Since the issue is so important,
YOUR Panacea has decided to work over Christmas on this board for the public.

Other parts of the board awaiting components for completion

As of December of 2010 not one developer has come up with a functional
application from their license. Panacea will do everything in our power to be the first
to complete this application and to get the word out. All the Panacea subscribers
will receive the first emails announcing the good news when this application has
been completed. The completed unit is expected to be completed no later than

mid next year; however our first OU measurements could be done by late January
2011.
Panacea is the only grass roots SECURE community based organization that is intent
on creating a needed nonprofit educational institute with the capacity to provide
independent validation and security into ALL the subject matter needed for social
reform. The proposed granted nonprofit research and development center is
needed to ensure that self sufficient sustainable development education is secure.
Security is now needed more than ever. In a country like Nigeria where corruption is
rife, what is the fate of technologies like: Nigerian Girls build Free Energy Device -

Despite many history lessons calling for REOFRM, there has never been a security
concept like the PUBLIC Panacea research and development center to secure this
knowledge and provide the support required for the FREE energy inventors to:
Prevent business incompetence, hold the knowledge in a public trust (preventing it
from vanishing if the company fails financially) and police interference from
academia to ADVANCE EDUCATION. With Panacea’s public face and being in the
public eye only then can we validate FREE energy technology in real time and build
consumer awareness and demand.
The Panacea Steorn video production has all the proof and merit for this educational
institute to help the public. We have already completed filming the Panacea Steorn
production. This production will have be published upon the completed Steorn OU
tests and will additionally contain all the answers to help the FREE energy community
-Including Panacea’s solutions to help get the ALL the educational material out to
the public in real time. This production has also been done to support the open
source free energy community’s work and help Steorn.
Update on Panacea’s clean no chemical weather engineering technology

Panacea’s first competed ground unit

To all our new subscribers - For background on this technology please consult the
following page: http://panacea-bocaf.org/droughtrelief.htm Panacea is the only
organization that has been donated this technology by Trevor Constable. This is the
only UNEDUCATED clean method that’s able to
Dissipate SMOG
Lift FOG
Break DROUGHTS
Fill RESERVOIRS
Calm WINDS
Weaken STORMS
Thanks to YOUR donations, Panacea will make our records public which show the
non compliance by the Australian government to utilize this CLEAN NON CHEMICAL
CHEAP weather engineering technology –This technology can save the tax payer
more money then what is currently used in its place, it is far cheaper to relieve
drought in place of desalination plants and cloud seeding. Panacea continues to
collect these records; these records continue to be posted on our drought relief
page.
The idea is to demonstrate this technology publicly and take the knowledge to the
people; it is only the public who can only police the corruption and politicians. Your
nonprofit organization is the only institute which pledges to use donations to
educate the world of the altruistic gentleman whom have been performing this
drought relief work.

This technology has a CONTINUED line of neglect and suppression; this is the only
known process that is able to create atmospheric self regulation and repair drought
areas. It is essential knowledge to help advance humanity. So far it has not been
easy to get it publicly known, however now we finally have a capacity to wake the
world up and honor the pioneers who originally set out to educate the world with
this process. The late Wilhelm Reich has been trying to advance education with this
method since the 1950’s. Panacea has been very active in getting these public
demos ready, however an accidental misfortune has struck us and some of our
equipment was damaged. Sadly we are still trying to financially recover at this time.
The following is a picture of the original airborne tube which was generously
donated to Panacea.

The air borne Tube to be tested by Panacea

Panacea now has a new pilot for airborne operations and plans to perform these
tests as soon as we can recover. We will then help the Australian Murray River
drought and gather data to validate the process to help ALL other countries. Sadly
this process has currently stopped due to the unfortunate accident of our
equipment. We are sad to report this to all our subscribers.

A Broken Airborne Tube

If you can help speed this along in ANY way and help other communities please
note any needed donations will make THE ONLY difference. Panacea will be
emailing out your hard work AND rewards when the world’s first ever independent
public demonstration is done. With your equipment back up and running Panacea
now has all the scientific mediums necessary to finally educate the world of the
primary energy medium. This is an energy that is that is responsible for real weather
effects and can be engineered to create water security and save lives. However
Panacea won’t just be validating neglected drought relief technology and showing
the merit for our own research and development center or institute to help other
neglected technologies.
Panacea will be producing a complete public presentation on “Orgone energy”
with scientific measurements in order to vindicate and validate the science of
Orgonomy – Orgonomy extends too many more beneficial applications for
humanity. We must help.
Thanks to your donations Panacea has acquired a scientific orgone measurement
instrument to go with our PUBLIC weather engineering tests. This critically needed
device will be able to prove and measure the life force energy – This was first
discovered by Wilhelm Reich as far back as the 50’s. The following is a picture of
Panacea’s scientific ORGONE measuring unit. This meter is able to quantify the
density of the primary energy in objects and in the atmosphere.

Scientific Orgone meter- Able to measure atmospheric,
plant, animal and human orgone fields.

Panacea has completed a successful operation of our ground weather engineering
unit. We had to go through a lot of expensive R & D to get the most robust setting
and reliable motor for its operations. To secure the public demonstration of these
ground units WE are needed to construct 2 more of these “spider units”. Hopefully
we will recover and enough donations will come in so these units can be done in
real time.

Ground spider unit

We wish to sincerely thank Sandeep and Rolf for their consistent donations which got
us ALL this far. WE have the knowledge now and can apply it to work for humanity.
We are grateful to all of our supporters for being the only ones to help achieve this so
far. WE are in their debt. After all the equipment is completed we will be the first
community effort to finally get this technology known and help humanity. For a brief
overview of our NEW records and operation please consult our new video.

Trevor James Constable Gentlemen Tribute
Successful fuel saving and pollution cutting modification tests
We are proud to announce to our beloved public the release of an open source
fuel saving and pollution cutting modification which has been donated by our very
own special engineer Bill Williams. Bill has paved the way and secured this open
source information in the public domain to help relieve an economic burden and
reduce pollution.

The Gas splitter Dry cell by Open source engineer Bill Williams.

This is the only known open source “gas splitting” method that has an advantage
over all other “hydroxy” boosters. This hydrogen gas splitting method has already
been proven to successfully overcome the onboard fuel injected computers. Your
nonprofit organization is the only one that is producing an educational video and
PDF to prove these benefits.
Your nonprofit organization has been active in using a portable emissions tester to
confirm the results of fuel saving and pollution cutting modifications. Panacea will be
reporting all these results in the New Year. Panacea has successful fuel saving and
pollution tests on many vehicles and will include them in this new report.

Preview of the Z5 successful test

Working on no budget, Panacea continues to perform these tests with the largest
range of fuel saving and pollution cutting modifications on ALL fuel types. We are
committed to publicly disclose this higher education and improve public health. Our
subscribers will receive a link to the NEW up and coming video and PDF which
should be not long after the release of this newsletter. Panacea’s new production
and PDF contains an ESSENTIAL balance of open source and other cheap
modifications to save fuel and reduce emissions. The following photo is another
preview of one of our successful fuel saving and emissions reduction modifications.
Panacea tested the Gadgetman Groove (suitable for petrol cars only). Gadgetman
has pledged to open source this method at a later time and for this he has our
complete support.

Example of the groove

Example of the emissions Reduction

The following is a recap of the unique work Panacea is doing regarding these fuel
saving and pollution cutting modifications. Your Panacea Video production and PDF
will include:
1) Proprietary and cheap open source modifications
2) Complete education on how to help get subsides to retrofit them to save fuel and
reduce pollution
3) Facts sheet and FREE training to help start retrofitting garages
4) The free school and digital training resource to train mechanics and help create
retrofitting modifications
Panacea is the first to create a FREE fuel saving and pollution cutting school. This has
only resulted from the spirit of the open source free energy community. The
government and faculties are not teaching these methods. It’s time to remind
everyone that there are 920 patents since the 1920’s to improve fuel economy and
reduce emissions that have never made it to the end user. Where is the
INFRASTRUCTURE to educate them?

This school will also teach the public about how the current SYSTEM needs security
and policing through your nonprofit organization. Panacea will SECURE this
information and help get these solutions out to the public. Panacea will be providing
FREE public access to all your fuel saving and emissions data for any mechanic or
individual to evaluate. Panacea will be able to train mechanics and individuals for
FREE.
The Panacea school will be held in Brisbane Australia at the state library - But
international access will be provided via a digital resource please contact us for any
interests.
No one else in the world has gathered all this education and is intent on teaching
them; this has been done on no budget - Only by your donations. So it gives us great
pleasure to welcome you to YOUR unique contributions in making a difference in the
world.
On that note, the trustee’s wish to express the warmest respect to you our special
friends who are enabling us to report the good news, there is much more inside this
newsletter to be proud of. Thank you again for reading and for your subscription. The
next Panacea newsletter will be due in April of 2011. With much love and support
sincerely – The Panacea’ Trustee’s.

Main page news

New Faculty of economics webpage
Panacea has produced the only faculty of economics page to SECURE banking
reform education. This new page has the only advantage over proposed methods
to create a stable monetary system. The Panacea resource allows the public to
enforce the solution through a legal mandate.
In the United States, England, Australia, and third world countries, the power to
“create credit” or "issue currency” is unnecessarily in private hands -Constitutionally it
can be restored into the hands of government for the people and by the people.
Only then will money manipulation, usury or the burden of interest and fees on loans
not be needed. Interest-free and fee-free loans are possible. Who is teaching you
this your government?

The current education system is not set up to prove this particular stable pecuniary
management of the public’s monetary needs. Facts prove it clearly and
unequivocally.
Panacea can prove that all that is needed is for the People to know and
understand that we can all have interest-free, fee-free loans for housing, business
and personal use, right now, and the banks can make the same profits they make
now, and still lend in a prudential manner. Panacea has also conducted a FREE
public educational workshop; this is the first of its kind TO ACTIVELY ALLOW THE
PUBLIC TO CHANGE THE SYSTEM.

Len a Panacea volunteer conducting the first
faculty of economics workshop in Brisbane

Local and international mandates forms can be mailed from our website to help this
situation. A world community effort can also make a difference, the process works,
mandates are legal.
http://panacea-bocaf.org/facultyofeconomics.htm
Panacea Asia up and running!
It is our great pleasure to report the completed Panacea Asia page. Abubaker
Siddique has altruistically begun Panacea-Asia which is now operating out of
Pakistan. This overseas division has begun the logistics for hemp production and
sustainable development- There are other projects that would not be over in
Pakistan without Panacea’s intervention -Including Aquaponics (organic health and
food security). Panacea is intent on getting the Steorn device over there once it has
been completed. If you are in Pakistan and are interested in these goals or know of
someone who would be- Please forward the Panacea Pakistan page to them.
Total rewrite and re organization of the Panacea website site material
In the New Year Panacea will be heavily involved in consolidating, repairing and
adding to the Panacea-BOCAF and Panacea university web pages. New web

pages and educational material will cover organic nutrition, food security through
local food co-op methods. We will also be providing permaculture training and
information.
The only activism of its kind is present on the Panacea Activism page
Attacking the source through public education is what we must do; we have an
easy and direct way to do this. We can collect easy digital votes for a corporation
charter which can make sure that the renewable energy that's sort after by Obama
must include our FREE energy areas of research.
This corporation charter will prevent foreknowledge, conflict of interest, insider
trading and judges with financial ties to have the ability to approve permits and
police with stricter penalties. It will also make it mandatory for the renewable FREE
energy solution to be used over others, the corporation charter cuts the snake off at
the head – It also makes OUR renewable sustainable education inclusive which
would otherwise be neglected.
One million signatures are possible and can contribute to attacking the source.
Please help and pass this link around, it was hard work all of us collecting info –
Providing your Name e-mail and country is easy at the following link – It is all it takes
to help the activism that we are involved in.
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/forms/evidenceofconcern.php
New educational video productions
The following videos will be published in the New Year - Please check our News
section in 2011
Fuel saving and pollution cutting modifications
Steorn production
Dirty electricity
Alternative medicine
Permaculture
Always Refresh the Pages on the BOCAF site
PLEASE ALWAYS REFRESH THE PAGES (by pressing the F5 key) WHEN VISITNG THE
PANACEA SITE, MISTAKES ARE BEING CORRECTED AND NEW CONTENT IS BEING
ADDED. Please contact us if you see any mistakes. We appreciate any help and
feedback. We are understaffed at this time.

Panacea University News

The Panacea University is pleased to announce good news for the public. Your FREE
university is now expanding in the New Year to include other categories of FREE
information for sustainable development. Our intent is to police this particular higher
education which would otherwise remain suppressed due to a conflict of interest.
There is no money in making people self sufficient. There are many other areas
besides free energy which we are now involved in protecting. All these areas require
Panacea’s independent, none aligned and evidence based infrastructure to be
secure.
These NEW categories include “Alternative medicine”, Permaculture, Hemp
production, RAW food organic nutrition and economics. All this combined subject
matter is required to give you SELF SUFFICIENCY and sustainability. However this
education is not policed, secure or even covered in any other faculty. We are doing
this on NO BUDGET. With more donations we can do more.
Currently Alternative medicine is being suppressed; 2 Panacea volunteers have
validated two different important alternative cures which must reach the public.
Panacea has a public face and has already been on TV. It is of the utmost
importance that that we push the following cures to help others. These include a
CANCER CURE and a natural way to remove gallbladder stones. Without these
disclosures the general public will continue to suffer and pay unnecessarily for
surgery or even worse.
These cures come from natural remedies; however vested interests are enforcing the
opposition to them. Big pharma is a multi BILLION dollar industry. Therefore the
concept of having an alternative medicine research section in Panacea’s proposed

granted research center is needed to help other this and other data to reach the
public.
The first natural cure involves an alternative to Gallbladder Surgery for Gallstones.
The mainstream treatment for this condition is nothing to take lightly. Doctors
continue to unnecessary remove the Gallbladder from your body. We will open
source this cure.

3D animation of the surgical procedures

We must stress that you should not attempt this procedure unless you have had the
size of your gallstones measured- “Passing them out” by this method may be
impossible due to the size them being too big – If this is the case you may end up in
hospital. However everyone will not have over sized gallstones and practically every
one can pass these stones out before they become a problem. Early liver flushing is
an imperative preventative measure. The alternative is having your gall bladder
removed. This is completely unnecessary for those who can pass them.
WHY haven’t you heard about this from your local doctor or hospital? The bottom line
is both big Pharma and your doctor are connected and their engineered “sickness”
industry cannot make any money if there is no surgery involved. Especially if the
ingredients are off the shelf and natural -No pharmaceutical company can then
patent or create a monopoly on them.
A one off cure is the opposite of what the pharmaceutical companies produce; they
rely on keeping you in need or dependent on their medication rather than curing
you outright. There is no money in cures.

A Scene taken from Panacea’s liver flush Video disclosure
showing the Natural ingredients

All middle aged and elderly people are likely to have these Gallstones brewing
inside them due to their non organic diet. Panacea will be producing a raw food
and organic diet webpage to help this issue. There is currently no wide spread
medical program to screen and identify these stones and naturally remove them Or educate about their root causes!
It is logical to state that middle aged people should perform this liver flush at some
stage after examination to ensure that the stones don’t grow and become a problem
where surgery is required.
Panacea would now like to prove the effectiveness of this natural procedure. It is
about time that Panacea unveiled one of our most respected trustee’s and
volunteer’s “Rolf”. You can thank both Rolf and Sandeep for most of what we can
currently report. They have been very aggressive and consistent donors. Other
donators have also made the only difference- Even with small donations we have
been able to work for you where no other has. Here is the proof. One of our most
inspiring and dearest trustee’s Rolf performed the liver flush procedure recently and
has independently validated the benefits. Rolf’s results were successful. He is feeling
much more energized and better.

Our Hero – The Panacea Trustee Rolf taking the plunge and flushing the Liver
with a none surgically remedy

It is sad for us to know that others have had to unnecessarily endure surgery to
remove their gallbladder. This natural cure is cheap and needs no surgery. We have
all the proof on camera and this validation and open source procedure will be
included in Panacea’s new alternative medicine video production. Below is a
screen shot that has been taken from the liver cleansing test; this picture shows the
gallstones that your doctor would typically perform surgery to remove.

Rolf proving the power of the human body to heal itself The result: no surgery and safe removal of the Gallstones.

Countries like India can have this cheap and effective NATURAL relief; Panacea has
a trusted Trustee who can help spread this information in India. India currently
charges 15 to 20,000 rupees to get this procedure done. It does not take a rocket

scientist to realize that unless we create our own NON PROFIT infrastructure such as
that which Panacea proposes, this information won’t be POLICED.
Now to cancer, cancer is a huge profit industry based on engineered “sickness”. The
pharmaceutical companies have been making a KILLING and millions from
manipulation, fake diseases, advertisements and suppression of these cures.
Panacea has been collecting alternative cancer cure material in order to construct
a FREE alternative cancer cure PDF resource. More on this new PDF will be posted in
the next Panacea newsletter.
Panacea has done some validating of our own regarding cancer cures; one of our
volunteers has a success story to report just like Rolf. The following cancer cure “is
not known” by the mainstream medical establishment or is one that is prescribed This is for a very good reason. Like in the case of the liver flush treatment they cannot
patent the cure as it contains NATURAL ingredients. If they cannot have a monopoly
on something they cannot make huge profits. Why should they tell you?
Also with this cancer cure treatment they cannot make money from surgery to
“treat” the condition. If you had a skin cancer today (other cancers have been
reported to be cured by the following method) and went to your local doctor
chances are you would be prescribed the toxic “Aldara” cream to treat it. Doctors
have financial ties to these companies, there is no law preventing this. Currently
there are no laws to ensure that the FDA and doctors give you a COMPLETE
informed consent about the natural remedies as an alternative. Why is that?

Scene taken from the DVD once answer to Cancer

The FDA is only legally required to tell you so much; in fact the pharmaceutical
companies can pick whatever report they want to get FDA approval for their drugs.
Financial ties to the FDA and big pharma companies are also allowed. They are
legally able to pick any part of their drug trial and show “isolated positive effects”.
They can keep the majority of the side effects out of the submission. In other words
they can show you an isolated test which could be one of 3000 showing positive
results and could have 2999 bad side effects that are not evaluated. The
manipulation of these figures is not policed. Also trials of up to 8 weeks are enough
to get approval, the long term effects are not tested before the approval.

A very informative FREE documentary on this issue is
MARKETING OF MADNESS
There is no corporation charter policing any conflict of interest in the FDA or
the”sickness” cancer industry. It is for this reason that Panacea will go public with the
following cancer cure results and help to collect legal votes for a corporation
charter to address this issue. Most will not have heard of “black Salve”. You can see
a lot of testimonials on YouTube showing how black slave CURED their cancer.

Black Salve -Open source disclosure taken from the DVD

In the DVD that is available from the Doctors are dangerous website you can find
case file after case file proving the effectiveness of this black salve cancer cure
treatment. All the cancer cases were cured even a case where the establishment
classes as an “incurable” cancer was treated successfully. This is good news as a lot
of cancer suffers took the pharmaceutical Aldara cream treatment and got sicker,
some even died. Black salve must be trialed on as many cancers as possible to find
out how effective it can be. The potential is immense. Panacea will open source this
black salve formula; this recipe will be included in our alternative cancer cure
resource which we are compiling for the public at the moment. To any one suffering
from cancer please contact us for the immediate list of ingredients or check the
Doctors are dangerous website where to acquire it from your naturopath.

Naturopath making black salve

We will remain active and do our part to prove it to the public. Marty is a Panacea
volunteer and engineer who has worked on the GEET technologies. Marty
contracted a skin cancer from surfing. Usually they will surgically remove it or give
you cream which has its own set of complications. This one was too bad to surgically
remove. Marty was told of Black salve by a friend, he then volunteered to validate it.
The following photos are of his treatment from Day 3 to day 14 using black salve. As
you can see black salve is quick, natural, safe and effective.

Marty’s Skin Cancer -Day 3 of the Treatment

Day 5 of the Treatment

Day 14 of the Treatment

Look at that cancer FREE smile

We wish to extend a special thanks to Marty for volunteering and submitting this info
to help others. We need to make a big noise about all the suppressed alternative
cancer cures. Panacea has provided an easy digital signature link which can be
found at the bottom of our pharmaceutical page. Please help with entering in your
name email and country which will work towards a corporation charter to legally
prevent the current conflict of interest in the FDA. Please consider supporting Elaine
Hollingsworth’s Doctors are dangerous website- There is a wealth of Alternative
health information there.
In the beginning the Panacea University begun with practical builds into the
alternative and free energy genre. The open source FREE energy community
submitted research and development which were independently built and
validated by us. We continue to work on open source free energy. As mentioned
before we are now expanding to create alternative medicine, permaculture and
aquaculture (food security with organic nutrition) resource.

The concept of permaculture is also the spirit of Panacea
•
•
•

Forever
Endless
Sustainable

Local home food co-ops are also planned to be taught in the university in the New
Year. Aquaponics is organic and the quickest resourceful way to produce LOCAL
food.

Aquaponics

Food security is important and policing it with votes for a corporation charter is
needed -We have already seen a bill that has been passed in the USA that is
designed to prevent local food co-ops and make corporate giant Monsanto
money.
Senate Bill S510 Makes it illegal to Grow, Share, Trade or Sell Homegrown Food
Aquaponics is also important for the Medical Marijuana issue. Panacea is also
working to help create an educational resource into this matter.
New Over unity Research material coming soon to the Panacea university
1) Adams motor replication method
2) Rodin coil research

Panacea needs you and donations!
WE cannot survive on a shoe string budget, if you can assist us in any way shape or
form please donate.

If you are involved in or can help with any of the subject matter presented on our
projects page, please contact us for collaborative work. Only united can we all work
effectively to stop subjugation. Also we are helping make real changes by public
activism. Please sign our petitions; it’s as easy as name email and country.
A reminder for Security
To all our new subscribers- It is Important note that should your news letter not show
up and / or the Panacea web site ever be taken down, or anything suspicious like a
non response from the nonprofit organization ever occurs - Please email from the link
below (save this link). Along with the following text template provided. Please email
the Panacea web site BEFORE hand to double check.

Queensland Police headquarters.
Police Headquarters
Queensland Police Service
200 Roma Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000
Telephone: (07) 3364 6464 (TTY - (07) 3364 4655)
Facsimile: (07) 3236 2359
GPO Box 1440
BRISBANE QLD 4001

Queensland Police Service Internet Web Site - http://www.police.qld.gov.au
Hello, I am a news letter subscriber of a nonprofit organization at Panaceabocaf.org. I am sending this email in order to inform you that the nonprofit
organization which is engaged in research and development into alternative and
suppressed FREE energy technology may have been targeted and or intimidated.
Their news letter has not turned up and or there is no response from their web site. As
a news letter subscriber this email has been sent as a precaution, I am acting as a
deterrent and as a “watch dog” of their operations. Newsletter subscribers have
been informed that the nonprofit organization has visited your police station to go
on record detailing that they are perusing this research and further that intimidation
or interference may possibly occur. Plus they have reported that previous
intimidation has occurred to their registered engineers. Therefore we the news letter
subscribers are advised that if anything suspicious arises, for the news letter
subscriber to send you this concerned email. Please look into the situation
immediately. Regards….
Send the Email to this link below - Save this link!
http://www.police.qld.gov.au/Forms/contact.asp
We are happy to report that no suspicious behavior has happened to your nonprofit
organization or to any of our open source engineers despite us being involved in this
genre of research that threatens the “status quo”. The Panacea’s trustees would like
to personally congratulate you for playing a continued successful security role with
your news letter subscription. Thank you for your critically needed support! – We look
forward to reporting to you in the next newsletter which is due in APRIL 2011.
Please check our news section on the Panacea-BOCAF site for new video
productions coming soon. The nonprofit organization’s volunteers are proud to work
for the public and look forward to reporting our public service to you soon! Thank
you again for your subscription.
Sincerely,
The trustee’s of Panacea-BOCAF.

